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ABSTRACT
In, a_consideration of the development of referential

zommunication performancd, this paper describes three broad
capacities that appear to underlie successful performance: the
.speakerls'abilit`yNto analyze the persepective of the listener and
formulate a mess age,lith this perspective in mind, the child's
ability to meet the nformation processing clemands of particular
communication tasks, and the child's ability to analyze messages
after they have been prodiiced. After an introductory section, the
paper first deals with listen4r,analytic skills. Specifically it
discusses adult performance and -Coniders tte egocentrism hypothesis
with reference to age, differences in communication accuracy, message
contingency, self- versus other-comignication, variation in listener
attributes, correlation with.perspective takiiig-measures, and
training studies. Some attention is also given to component skills.
The next section of the paper presents a discussion of task analytic
skills as they .,relate to both adult. and children's performance.
Training studies in this area are also examined. The following ,
section details message analytic skills, with a consideration of both
listener and appraisal ability, and includes an analysis of feedback
utilization. The,final topic of discussion is referential
communication and ecological validity. (FL)
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I. Introducticin.

the moSE-basiC*funCtions of language is-to communicate informa-'

'Ojon.to:other .peOple.about particular teferents.. A referent could bel. for

exaMple, an- object (e'.g., the red ball), a location (e.g., the location

of, the pOst office), or an i ea;(e.g., the concept of. gravity). In each

case'the,Speaker's goelii-to ensure that the listener will be able to

teferent figm alternatives thatight be mistaken for the

refeient. R4ferential communication, as it is termed, can be distinguished

from other functions fcoMmunication. People also communicate to enter-

tain, to persuade;. to impress one another, and so on The referential

function of language has,received the greatest research attention o date

because of its relative simplicity'andapparent pervasiveness, and also

because it is probably a component of other, mere oomplex types of communica-

tion functions:

One way-that referential communication might be studied would be to

observe people in their everyday environment as they go about the-task of

describing,.explainiing, gving directions, and so on. A.serious obstacles

,s

to this sort of method is the fact`-that it is-not usually_posslble to

determine froth observatcion of an ongoing interchange exactly what a.

speaker i to communicate (Rosenberg & Cohen, l9663. Anothpr

obstacle/to ,essturalis observati n is the difficulty bfdetetmining

the extent' to . which the listenerh s understoodthe speaker's intended,

Message. Many years ago, Piaget ex teslsed the problem,with-regard to the

study of children's Communication bY3 oti.ng that is impossible by

direct observation to be sure whether re understanding each other.

The child has a hundredand one ways of
.17/P

ding to understand and often
I



complidates things still further-by pretending not to understand . . ."

(Piaget",,1926,p 76).

Piaget and other researchers have responded to
.

conductift experiments which have twd features, First, the speaker's

these

/

obstacles by

intended message isspecified by theexperimenter; the-speaker is told

what to communicate to the listener., Second, the listener is asked to

make some overt response such as trying to. identify the correct-referent.

'In. this way. a measure'is obtained of how - accurately the listener has. under-

'stood the speaker. Piaget (1926) recognized the,drawbacks of this

methodoldgy but saw no alternative. "This procedure will doubtless be
)

criticized as being removed from everyday life, where the child speaks

spontaneously; without being made and_especially without-having been

told What to relate or: explain to his listener. We ean only reply that

we

.

found no other way of solving the problem" (Piaget,,,1926, p. 79-80)."

Other researchers have also come to the conclusion that "programMing"

speaker intent offers a promising way tostudy referential communication.

One of the most widely used tasks (Glucksberg, Krauss, & Weisberg, 1966)

presents the speaker and listener with a set of highly unusual shapes

( Figure 1). The forms are presented in a pre-arranged order to the

speaker and arranged randomly in front of the listener. The speaker's

task is to communicate,a series of messages that will enable the listener

to arrange the forms in the same order as the speaker.
O

Insert Figure 1 about here

Another freqUentleMployea task is the word pair task developed by

ROsenbeig and Collen(1966). Here the speaker and,listener are given a
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set of word pairs .(See_Figure In eacj word pair-, ,oneword, the referent,

Is underli4edior the speaker, but not for the listener,' and the speaker's

task is to communicate a'slAgle-word`-message that will help the listener

to identify the 'referent in each .pair. 'Yet another example of an experi--.

mental task is the one, used by FlaXell':And his colleagues (Flaxen, Botkin;

F37 & 1968) in which the speaker knows the rules of a

I

game and must:proVide game direCtiohS-for aenalve listener.

Insert Eigure 2 abbut 12re.

Tasks such as these can be used to assess the adequacyOf speSkert'

messages. These tasks also allow for the study4of listeners' abilities

to respond appropriately to informative messages from speakers, to

recognize uninformative messages from speakerst,exrd to give feedback

p -1
to speakers when messages need clarification. Finally, speakers' ability

,utilize feedback can be studied by. examining whether speakers respond

to listener feedback by modifying or improving subsequent messages.

Consideable research effort has been devoted -to; studying the develop--

ment-al referential communication perfOrme* and it is clear from a

:variety of studies that referential comkunicekion performance improVes

over,age (Glucksberg, Krauss, & Higgins, 1975) However the specific

skills that contribute, to:improvement over age re not well/Aderstood:

This paper considers three bioad capacities that apear to underlie

\,successful communication perfotmance. the first s,the speaker's ability

7

to analyze the persPective of his, or het listenet and forMulate a message
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with this perspective in- mind. ihis ability to analyze the listener's
r. ,

I .

perspective has received. the greateSt attention to date. The Piagetian
.

.
,

1

hypothesis that young children afe egocentric, and that their egocentriSm

leads to communication failure has generated considerIble -research.

111NRecen.research has begun p fdctis on a second' skill area:' tNe

child's ability ty meet the infOrMationproceeSing deMands of particular.

communication tasks.' -F r:,example, it appears thatYoUng children fail

to communicate. effectively whin the task requires that they,produce a

«.--.message.;:thich distinguishes referents from similar nonreferents (Asher

& Parke, 1975;'Whitehurst, 1976).

A third skill arealis the child's ability to analyze messages after

they have been produced.- FecIlt evidence suggests .that young ChilAren
'

.
-often do not recognize when messages are-444Gom4plet4 (e.g., Asher, 0'167;

I .

Markman,-1977) 'This failure to,detect:meSsage ambiguity may relate to

children's deficiencies in gii4ing feedback when in the listener role

(e.g., Meissner, 1975) and in using feedback when in the spqaker role

(e.g., Glucksberg & Krauss,, 1967).

A. Adult Performance

. Listener Analytic Skills

N
People usually vary in the amount of information they have aboA'a

4 . «

,

topic:, Uhus to,communicate effectively speakers must adapt their messages

r .,,, : 0
to the inform'ational needs of their listener. ,It i4 clear .that mature

communicators enga -sal sis.of the listener's perspective.
4

One source o vi8ence for this is tiil-tadults communicate differently

. , .

when formufating a message Ior the versus another person. Krauss,

lay

\A,

vtif



Viikanathan, and\Weiliheimer (196 gave adults a series

asked theVto namefeach'of- the colors one at a time..and
a ".q.

of color chips*

if of the

speakers 1SeretoIsi that the were'-clOmmunicating foz;.,,,their own later

440.

identification of the color 'non-SOcial Canclition), ant the other half

were,told that
s ,

they were communicating for AMeone'else's identification

"--

(Social. ConditiOn). Results'indicated that ipeakets in the Social- Condi-

Lion genedated longer messages.md used more common :vocabulary items.

Furthermore, when adults were actual given messages generated
-gr

,

diffe7re; conditions they did1petterat
o

generated by,anothet person
. -

identifying

Social COndition than in the NomSocial

colors from

under the

messages

Another source of evidence-abOut-adult listener analytic ability

comL from studies in which speakers..have to communicate to lisenerp with

different informational needs. For example; Kingsbury (1968 cited in

Krauss Sdtlucksberg, 1970) had a person ,agk directions, on
,

a street in

Boston. In c:t condition, the person seeking directions spoke with

Boston accent; in another condition the accent indicated the person

- a non-residen. Results indicated that speakers gave more extensive

directions in the "stranger" condition. Speakers were communicating

according to the informational needs they ascribed to the listener.

The Egocentrism Hypothesis

Much of the research on the development of communication ability has

was

een concerned with children's ability to engage in analysls of the

stenr's perspective: Piaget's work.has beenparticularly influential

1

h re. -Piaget (1926) viewed young children as

fl

trapped within their own
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y'

,

egocentric perspective and unable to accommodate to the' perspective of

their listener. The egocentrism construct as used by Piaget45.1a rich

one that defies easy definition: 'According to Piaget (1926)--the/child i

.egocentric when:

.... he do, not bother to know to whot,he_iaspeaking nor

whether he ialbeing listened to. He.talks either.for himself

or for thelle#surt of,ass.pt.ia4ng':anyone. who peppensto be

'

there wit the.adtivi

partly because, chi

the,moment. Ttlealk ISego-centric,

d speaks only abouLhimself, but chiefly

because he,does not attempt,-to plaoe.. himself at-the point.of,

yield of his- ;heater Anyone, who happens to be there will serve
-

.

,-

as an audiencet .. child asks for no more than an appareht
,.

interest, thOugh,.h has the illubion'(except peirhaps in cases o

/11. A,
.

'ri soliloquy tfreiie theh) of--being heard and understood. ,

.. ,
, 4

...

feel.s..no. desire to influence his heater nor 17-teiTRfip any - Ak
, . Ir

v

i

thing; not unlike a'cittain type # drawing -room conversation' ki
,

, . ,.--
.

.
, .°

where everyone talks about himself `and no Oneligtens"JPia0t,
c

1926, - .. yl.

.
.

4), :

Another indexf childhood egocentrisM according toipiaget isf,Chirdreni
...k . .

/ ' . . . ( -..4'

.---,.

- ,
,tendencY\V talk out loud, revealing their innermost thoughts without

..,

''
. .

.,,

regard-to'who might be present: , . "the.child,up to areage, as yet,

!
rundetetmined.but probably somewhere about

.

seven,'is incapable Of keeping'
-,

/to himelf ehelchoughtsthat enter his mind.. H 'says everything. he has

no verbal. continence (iaget; 1926,p, 385..

,*)4

:
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i. . pi get.,'contrasts the egooe trac,spee h= of childhood - with -the adapfed,

later years, Piaget contendithat the, adult .thinks ociall3,,

4hat-he!Or she always has.'ap audience in.mind:even when working indiVidually

' A
on '-ataski Piaget -undoubtedly had hi

'7

UrOteihat "The adult, even i .W-76 MqS

t

'thinks socially,. has Coritituaillk

""
or opponents, 'actual Or eventual,'

'p

.the result of fiis labor This. a

task.(/,The.task.is henceforth = socialized` almost every'stage of A
,

. .
. , .

develbpment" (Pmaget, 1926,:p. 39).

64R,profeasIon; in mind when he

Tersdnal,and private_ocCupation,
ap .

.-
q (his ;mind's eye his colZaboratqrs

,

om sooner or later he ill,antOunCe

p#tute pursues him-through his

I iTo.what'extent is mprOveMent v communica'tio'n accuracy over Age z

the lirstWrier's
. ,,

f.4nctiOn af. the 1-11.1dis,'InCreaSitg ability to ;analyze

pectpe? Attleast six .0iferent research strategies have been -employed

.

to, theVegocentrism explanatiOn of yoOng children's communication

res.
- .

,
ttEach test hahas focused

r

whon some hat
41_ _

erent aspects
I ,

ntrisM construct:. : However, each tes
7 -

-

assumption that egocentrist takes,the form ofingerisitivity to the

of the

if
predicated on the general

:
1)stener's

not provide a strong test of the ?centric hypd6lesis. However, they
.

: '

,.,.

,are considered here because data produced by these strategies are
-

dften

interpreted'as evidence that' young children to egocentric.
$

-l. Age Differences in'Communication Accuracy. One research strategy

is s
,..

impty,tO'compare the performance of children at different ages on
--\...

4_
a r ferential %communication task.'.. The typical finding is that performance

\

improves over .,age, andthis'findih is often interpreted as reelecting

perspec,tive. Actually, the first two4research ,strategies

,a,d'eclipe in, egOcentricity, '1111.s inferenCeiis clearly,unwarranted.
4
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Improvement over Age in communication accuracy could b dug to a hUst of

ifaCtors Such as improved ocabularyt speaker appreciation, of specific

COmmunitatiOnta4 demAnds, the ability to construct a sequence, of logically

4`: Connected sentences, 'etc.

This confusion- of poor. communication accuracy withegocentrismcan
4

-be found in iapet's writing. "The criterion of adapted information [a major

sub - category of socialized speech].,ias opposed to.pseu ciinforination

AS that ii is successful. The child-:actually makes his'heater liSten,

And. .contrives-to influence him; . to tell him something. This time the

child speaks froM the point ofview-,of,the audience" (Piager, 1926, p. 19).

°

Note that Piaget lass two critical ingredients in this definition ofadapted

informatiorL. One is that the chid intends to communicate socially,

that is, communicate with a particUlar listene in Mind. A second element

is that the%message should be inforM?tiye, thatAs; that-the child should,

succeed. Joining these two elements together in defining non - egocentric
. n !

or socialized speech was unfortunate. The child might well intend to take
.

v

'the listener' s persi3ectivehutmot communicate 'Successfully fOr,a variety,

oth4r reasons.

Message' Contingency. Another res rch strategy often viewed
.

as testing thejegocentric hypothesisis t assess the_extent to which

.one message is responsive to the content of Another-child's

message. Piaget 926) employed this research strategy fo:estiMate the

degree of.egocentrism-in children's naturlistic,converSAtions

found'that'thlidren often. spoke without regard to the theme or topit.of

Piaget

the previous speaker's message. Later researchers have pilso cold

children's speech as\t7ntingent or not on the previous speaker' tterance

-5



e.g.' Garvey

C.

&:Hogan, 1973;. Muefler, 1972).1 Although .the majority,: of even

preschOol -.children's speech is foUnd to be contingent, much of it is nOt.

Observation of children's conversations providdSvaluaKe nOrmative,
- ,

data about children's Communfcatiiie styles., However, the temptatl.on,to

view n ncontingent speech as-evidence of childhood egocentricity% , and

increases In contingent speech as evidence of theOeclineof'egocentricity,

,

should be resisted: In order, to speak contingently children-tnstbe,able

to attend carefully to the siieaker'.s:,thess'age, identify the speaker's

topic, and generate a message which is relevant to the same- topic (Shatz -,
.

l974)' :C.learlypeaking.Contfngently requires information Processing

skills beyond analysis'of the listener's perspective.

ThuS,itiq s- inappropriate to infer egocent)rism from a sample of

uninformative speech or non - contingent speech unless other operationware
'..

.... ,

.

provided.to eliihinate alternative explanations of ineffective-communica-

tion performance. iPiaget, and many researchers since, have tended to
4

ssUme an.equivalence between egocentrism and poor communication-per-
.

formance.. The conteptpf egOcentrism has-utility only,if-it reldrs to

a particular skill deficiency that may underly the failure to communicate;
.-.

,. namely the failure to analyze t e listener's perspective.
' - ,

.
.

.1 cept becomes broa. d ned to refer to communication failure,

it loses value.

:

Self ---- Versus Other-Communication. Four other research strategies

provide-appropriate operations'for examining the egocentrism hypothesis.

4

One of these strategies, is implied by Flavell et-al.! (68) represents-
,

tipn of the process...of egot`entric versus non-egocentric speech. In eg en ric
)

Once the,Con7

in\generA1,4

4

speech (Figure 3a) the speaker
. .

(S) recognizes certaininformaion (X)



and overtly codes it so that'the^information is meaningful -.111:1

. .

cable to self. Next, ,the speaker Sends a message to the listener (L).

10

This.Messagd is essentially an unmodified version of the speaker's private

coding and can thus be*defined as egocentric. In non - egocentric communica-
.,

tion (Figure 30. the speaker recodes the information with the listener's

attributes in mind and thus sends a Message which is responsive to the

4.1

listener's informational need's.

Insert Figure a and 3b about here

This model suggests an interesting operational' test of the egocentrism

,.. .

. ..

hypothesis. If children are poor communicators because they:,. are egocentriC

then their messages should have self-communication value even'though the

messages are not informative to others. This issue has'been examined by .

Glucksberg, Krauss, and Weisberg (1966). They tested kindergarten children

on the novel forms task and found that four- and five-year-old children

communicated inaccurately to another,person. However, another group of

children, when given backtheir dwn descriptions soon after generating.

them, were able to identify the cdrrect forms from their own descriptions.?

This finding can be interpreted to mean that young children'g messages

had private but not public meaning. However, it is.possible that children's

recognition of referents from their own messages was based on paired

associate learning between the children's messages and the referents

and that-children simply remembered which messages went with which re-

ferents (Cohen & Klein, 1968).

:Another study on this issue,(Asher & Oden, 1976) used the word pair

_task -and examined the influence of memory. In this study children were
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given their own clues either immediately after generating them, or two

weeks later, In addition, a direct test of memory was made by having
4

children attempt to identify the referent for half of the word pairs

-loN without a clue. The results indicated that children were able to identify

the correct referents from memory alone In the Immediate Condition. In

the Delay Condition memory effects dissipated and only those children

whose clues had meaning to an adult listener, were able to use their own

messages to identify referents. Children whose messages had little public

meaning derived little private meaning from their own messages. These

'reSillis do nat sqpport an'..egocentric explanation of communication failure.

Instead they imply that children who communicate poorly lack other types

r skills.
)

.

4; Variation in listener Attributes. Flavell et al. (1968) provided

a second operational,lest of the egocentrism hypothesis. They suggested

that the process of taking the perspective of the listener is a process

of discriminating the role attributes of the listener. Once the relevant

attributes (e.g., age, informational background, culture, etc.) are identi-

fied the speaker can formulate a more,effective message. This process of

discriminating the listener's role-attributes, or role taking, is repre-

sented in Figure 3b. The model implies. that an egocentric speaker will

'send similar messages regardless of the nature of the listener who is

being addressed; the nature of the listener would not enter into the

speaker's "communication equation." However, a speaker who engages in

role taking activity would send different messages to different types of

listeners.
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A number of.studies with preschool children have employed the

ferent liSteners" test. These studies suggest that even young children

are aware that messages must be modified to ,take listener characteristics

into account. Preschool ctlildren communicate differently to a blind- .

'folded versus sighted listener (Maratsos, 1973; Meissner & Apthorp, 1976):

to a listener who is knowledgeableabout a game versus a naive, listener.:

(Menig-Peterson, 1975), and to an adult versus a young child (Shatz &

Gelman, 1973). The fact that, chkldren shift their message content as a

function of-the listener has been taken as evidence of communicative .
, . .

.-

competencL However, the fact that children are shifting their messages
. .

does not mean that the messages are necessarily informative. In fact,

when analyses are done of the informativeness of messages it appears
.

that children's messages are only partially informative, particularly

when the task of distinguishing the referent from the nonreferent is a

challenging one (e.g. Maratsos, 1973)..-These findings suggest that

children's communication deficiencies arise less from lack of awareness

concerning the listener's needs and more from difficulty irucoping:With

other cognitive requirements. f the particular communication task.

This interpretation also applies to "different listener" studies

conducted during the middle childhood years. Both FlaVell et al. (1968,

Task IA) and Higgins (1977) found large increases in communication

accuracy across age but only modest evidence of greater responsivity to

listener characteristics among older children. For example, in Higgins'

(1977) study, children were told a story about an event in a, town. They

then had to relate this 'story to one listener who was a neighbor (i.e.,



. i.

had certain backsgroUnd.informatlo about the towi and its inhabitants)
.

listener,and
h
tO another who was a "stranger.!' The speaker's task was to

,,. .

13

describe each scene'in the story so that the,listener could identify _it.

. ^IL

from an array of similar picture's. The results for oral communication

accuracy, indicated steong age differences, hoWever there was no inter-

action of age with type df listener. The analysis of message content

did reveal some evidence-of the development of 'role taking ability.

Eighth-grade children varied their.messag& content as a function. of

listener more than did fourth-graders. :However, even, the fourth-grade

Children's message content varied accordEng to the listener's charac-

"
teristics.

To summarize, studies employing the "differentli4eners" test

indicate that even young children shift their messages as a functiOn of
.

the type of listener. Apparently young; children arg aware of the need

to accommodate to the listener's perspective. Howeer, analyses of

communication accuracy indicate that the messageS they send are often

Studies during the middle-childhood years provide evi-

'dence of strong improvement over age in commudication accuracy, but ,only.'

modest evidence of the relevance of listener analytic ability to this

improvement.

5. Correlation with Perspective Taking Measures. Another opera-

tional test of the egocentrism hypothesis has been to develop independent

measures of perspective taking ability and to correlate performance on

these measures with communication accuracy. This strategy has been

employed iniplaargenumber of studies (e.gl, Coie & Dorval, 1973;

o

Johnson, 1977; Kingsley, 1971; Piche, Michlin, Rubin & Johnsdn, 1975;
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Rubin; 19.73, 1977; .Sha42,, 19q5).. Quite diverse measuresl'of perspective

taking have been employed. cFor example, Kingsley ,(1971) developed a

- Spatial Egocentrism Test in which a child is.shown a picture of a person

or animal'looking at an scene. Below t4Jis picture are four.pictlres

,representing poslsible views that dould'be seen by the petson or animal.

One 6Y-the four is the correct persikctive, one is a representation of

the chilefs own view of theSgene, anfl the other two are incorrect, but-

non-egocentric alternatives. Children receive scores based' on the number

of correct and egocentiic responses they make.

Another example of a perspective taking measure ts'the Role Taking

k

Test (Feffer) 1959) used with adults (e.g., Feffer & Suchotliff, 1966).

and children (e.g. Fiche'. et al.,.1975). In this test, the subject is

'
;shown a 114:1.-type card with three people on it and islasked to tell

a,story about the picture: Next, the subject is:asked to re-teIl the

story from the vantage point of each of the participants. Scoring of

this test is based on how well the subject shifts perspectives from one

character to another while maintaining a common theme acrops stories.

In general, studies which test children on both perspective taking

and,communication accuracy tasks find that children improve over age on

both types of measures but that the correlation between the two measures

is' typically modest or low. Furthermore, the correlation among different

perspective-taking measures is not very high nor is the correlation high

among different communication accuracy tasks.

These data are open to two interpretations. One is that each per-

spective taking task and communication task has certain unique task

demands which make it unlikely that strong correlations would be obtained,



across tasks. In this case more proN s'would be'made by mapping the

Specific fequirements of partiular taSksthan by throwinga general.

,umbrella (e.g. "egocentrism'` .or mperspect1ve taking") over all task's.

A psychometric interpretation. of the results is'alsoplausible. Research

on social-cognitive development has been generally insensitive to the .

.needs for'reliable instrumentation. Many perspective'taking'and communi-

rj
cation accuracy meaSures'employ very:few items (e.g. six novel forms)

and'internal reliability and test-retest reliability are rarely investiga7
t .

!ted. When:such tests have been made botiT-internal consistency and test=

' .

reteSt'reliability are often found to.be low '(e.g.; Kurdek, ; Rubin,

1977). It couidbe;that the correlational.strategy,of assess g the

4 ,

contribution of /perspective taking, skills to,cbmmunication failure will
,

yield more promising findingg when more reliable measures have been

developed.. However, given the unique'features thatcharacterize each

task, it seems unlikely that very strong relatiQnships .between'perispec-
..*

. P. , 1

tive taking tests and communication accuracy scores will befound.

6. 'Training Studies, Another'line bf research on listLer aftalytic

ability has investigated the effect of training role taking skills on
o

children's referential communication performance., Two earl 'studies of
. ,

. .

.this type '(Fry, 1966, .1969) :found little positive effects of training
..'')

but the studies are difficult to evaluate because the training procedures

were rather unstructured. A study by Shantz and Wilson (1972)used a

more specified cur'riculum-and found mixed evidence of,success (for'a'

more complete, review of these studies see Asher, 1972).

Perhaps the most suggestive findings are from a training study by

,Chandler; Greenspan, and Barenboim (1974). They identified a group of

-U 0
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children who were quite Pooi:op botJ.a measure of role taking ability

and a measure of referential communication" performance. These ldren

were then divided into three conditions: a role, takingitraining group,

a'referential communication training_Rrocp,'and.a n ntreatment control

The role taking training, consisted of working in a A',dp with other .

childre4 to produce video taped dramas. The.rationaIe for this training

procedure was that: the production of dramas would provide children with

practice in stepPingoutside the r o 11;role°and in assuming different
-

rols orperpipectiyes. Children met weekly, for. two hours,. over a ten7

week period. The referential communication training group met a similar

amount of time"but simply practiced and received feedback on a variety

of'reQerential communication games.

Results indicated that role taking-training.and referential ic7;Mmunica-
.

tiontralning prodUced equal gains on the roletaking measure.. In both

conditions gains exceeded those made in the control condition. However,

only referential communication training led to sizable gains on the

communication Measure. Role taking trainingProddced gains on the com-

munication Measure that were no different, from the control condition.

Thus, training research does not give muchsupport to.the idea that

listener analytic deficiences underlie communication _failure. Clearly

more adequate conceptualizations are-needed of the listener analytic"

O

skills to be trained and better links need to be established between the

-training procedures and the training objectives. Specifically, do the

procedures actually train role taking and if so, what, is the mechanim

by which this training is presumed to affect communication performance?
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It,seems, then, that despite the latg number of studies-stimulated
,

by the egacentrism;hy thetis little is u9Lderstood about the contribution,

Of listener analytiC sk'lls to NIMmu cation performance., TheAvidence-
,

frOm four relevant lines of )414:414. suggest:
.

,. ,...
i '

,

messages are_publicly uninformative they also are priya:1;(1y uninformatiyk

b) that even young-childien,aeem to appreciate the need to shift their
/

._

sendmessages as a function of thei listener's perspective,-yet st
. . .

oftenessage which are often uninformative', c)- tat-children who do
. ,

. .

on direct, tests of perspective taking ability seem to do. no worse, tijan

a) that, when chi.

good.'.'perspectiye taker on measures o

d)%that attempts taimprove'perspective
.. :7

communication performance.
. '

Unication lccuracy and

taking do not result in improved

These findings might lead researchers abandon the study of

children's listener analytic skills and to focus their energies on the

more fruitful domain 'of chi].

section).. However, abandoning the

taSk. analytiakills (see thb

study of listener analytic kills

may be premature. T failUre to establish clearer relationships between

listener 'analytic skills and communication effectiveness may result from

a soluble conceptual problem. Research to date has proceeded without

an ade uate conceptualization Of the component skills that constitute

listener analytic ability,.. Clearly, the process of listener analysis.'

or role taking involves more than simply being aware thatlisteners have

different perspectives from anetts own.

'Flavell (Flayell, 1974; Flavell 1968) has advanced thinking

in this area by attempting to specifythe component skills that constitute

N

J.
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.4

role taking abilityer 8e suggests that, first, the Speaker must be aware

1

4. .

-', :

that, :peOle have perspectives and otiierfpsychologtcal attributes (e%.

. , i

elings, abilities, etc.). Second, the speaker must appreciate, that an
4. .

'an'alysis of the Listener'S perspective is, indeed; Called for in the
*

-
,

parular communication situation at hand. Third; the' speaker. must

h e'thd necessary-inferential skills, to make appropriate attributions
..:

- ' .=- .._--

4,oue. the other'person's perspeCtive. Finally, the speaker hag-to be
''

,
.

.,, r

able to translate what he-or" she infers_about the'listener's perspective
'

,

........... ,
9 .

. , .

.. Vito an effective message.- These four components arerieferred to by

Ffgvell as Existence, Need; Inference, and Applicapion,
T,-

This model makes explicit the fact that communication failure can

occur, due to problems in inference or application even if speakers.are

,aware of the existenc,Infother perspectives and the need to consider

thoSe perspectives id a particular communication situation.. As such,

it provides a more analyticramework for deSigni futureresearch,as

well as a model within which to interpretpast findings.

It seems from the, research reviewed \in this Section that children

are aware o-f the existence of different perspectives and do appreciate
t.

the need to take the listener's perspective into account. For example,

itithe 'different listeners" studies, even young children shift the

II

me4sage content as a function of the type of listener. However,, in

these,same studies, accuracy measures reveal that children's messages

_are often uninformative. One possibility is that the breakdown is in
. ft.

the inference stage and that children appreciate that the listener has:a

\;distinctive perspective but fail to adequately conceptualize that per-
'.

spective. Thi4 interpretation seems improbable given that the listener's.
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attributes are often made explicit to the speaker (e.g:, by first blin4-

-fold g the speaker before-the speaker addresses a "blind" listener).-

Morel likely, children'S inaccuratecommunication results from deficien-

,cies,i "application;" that is, children .fail to cope with the; basic

otAn tive demands of the pdrticular communication task, , -

Y

ao different types_ ef_applicationskilqs can be distinguished.

One is the ability to translate,an inference about'a particular litener

into a mess a that is 6rilquely appropriate for that-listener. This .is

the type plication skill that Tlavell is concerned with.' However,

there is another, perhaps more basic, type of application skill, namely

the ability to generatg4an effective message for any typeof listendr,

even a listener who is quite si to self. In order to attribute poor

izcommunication accuracy to deficiencies in the fist:typeof'application

ability it 4.8 necessary to demonstrate that the seer is capable of

meeting the second type of application demand of the task.

_
iThe research on self- versus other-communication accuracy is rele-

\rant here. As.we have seen, children who communicate inaccurately to

another .person do not.etilize their town messages once controls for memory

are introduced. Were this finding to be obtained consistently across,

tasks it would suggest that children's problems in application often are

more fundamental than suggested. by Flkavell's. model. Presuthably, children,.

in the self-communication situation knourthe perspective of their inten-

ded listener since that listener is themselves. Therefore, poor communica-

tion accuracy would seem to be due to failure
\--

to cope with more basic

information processing dethands of the task..
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Flavell's model also has relevance to studies whicliLcorrelate measures

of perspective taking with measures of communication accuracy. Relation-

,

a ships between measures should be expected only when the twcrtypes of

measures are assessing the same components of listener analytic ability.

Most studies have correlated perspective 'taking measures with a measure

of communication accuracy. However, children's ability to shift their

message content as a function of listener type is probably a better index,

children's recognition of the need to take\the listener's perspective.

Accordingly "message Content shift" measures qOuld;correlate m

thanaccuracy. measures with direct tests of children's ability to 11decenter".

from their own perSpective.

. f
The component model also has relevance to the design and ftiterpre-

.

Ration of communication training studies. Providing:children with perspec-
-,

tive taking experiences, seems far leSs effective tharf.giving practice in

-70

appliCation (Chandler et aL, 1914; Shantz & Wilson, 1021. -This' is not

'surphiging,in.light.,of evidence, to be presented-in the next sectioh,

that children seem to have difficulty in meeting the'basic cognitive

'demands of many Communication tasks.

Tinally the component model provides a. basis for.studying the

development of listener analytic abIllty beyond childhood. One problem

,,
with viewing communication failiire solely intermsfofegOcentrism is that

it implies that children have -"made it".once,they4Ppreciate that

listeners have .perspectives different 'from their own: -

cents and adults do typically appreciate ehat listetiers have perspectives

different from their own (Existence) and that communication taslcs require



accommodating to these perspectives

produce problems in Inference or ,6kpplication.

Learning about particular listener CharaCteriStics is a life -long

21

(Need),.gaps remain in.their knowledge

of the content ot particularlisteners' perspectives. Such gaps coold

task and interesting.research,could be done-op the development of such
, lo.

.

.- ..ip

social knowledge. People learn about the content of perspec-
4\

.

tives from vicarious as -Well as personal experiences., For example;

"---N, , ,

books such as Stud Terkel's (1972) Morking may serve as "role taking
4 -

.

..

..,

manu 1-s i:ki providing valliable.informatiOn about the. content of °different

nac4 ational perspectives.'

It should be stressed that this "knowledge of theworld' component

of.--TiStIle't analytic :44ility haS probably Plyed.a Minor part dn/studdes.
N

o date given thetasks and types of listenersemployed. 'However; in

6everyday,adult Life where people with quite different perspectives are

en'countered, listener analytic ability may depend heavily upon this type

of world' knowledge.
ol

Task Analytic Skills

From Our discusSion-thus farit-seeMs, clear that a task analytic,

perspective is needed to help) account for change-over-agejin co-muniCa-

tion performance. The assumption underlying this section is that an

analysis -,of children's Communication performance under different. task

.'1'cOnditions can suggest the specific skills that develop' over age:

Furthermore,, it is possible to .test inferences derived from descriptive

studies by)carefully training specific skills and observing the impact

of.training on communication performance. Whereas teaching role taking
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'skills has not'been frUitfUl, it will be shown that the training'of,more

task-specific skills has been' ittore successful.

0 '

lt,discussPng the evirlationship of mmtask demands to communication

perfotMance it is best to return to a consideration of specific tasks

and the ptirpes of skills these tasks
4
might. require. .Research with the

Q

word pair.ftask (Rosenbe'rg & Cohen, 1966) cah be _used to illustrate,the

taslcana tic appI9ach Recall, that in this task the speaker and

'4-
listener are 'given a series of word pairs. The speaker's task isto pro-

\
.

.

. 'vide a one-word,clue that witll help the listener identify the referent .-

in each'word pair.

Looking at the itemS\in Figure 2,. what types of demands are made by:

this task? First, the speaker must appreciate that an informative message"
a

is one'thatdistinguishes the referent from its highly similar nonreferent.
3*3

For example, it is insufficient to give a higfi-frequency associate such

.
as "water" for the word pair "ocean.;-rivdt." This message; al1though

yelated to "ocean," is also highly re1ated,.1 "river" and will fail to

inform the listener. Thus, the speaker must ensure, that, any message.

Troduced,is more highly related'to the referent' than the nonreferent.
,

Rosenbeig and Cohen (1966)41ave proposed a comparison ptacess to account

for the activity of distinguishing the referent from the nohreferent.

They Contend-that,the speaker first samples an association to the re-

ferent from hi-S or her repertoire.of associative responses The prob-

ability of sampling a word is said to be proportional to its occurrence

aS a word associate the referent albne. Next, the speaker is said.

to compare' the sampled response to both the referentand:!to ,the non

,

referent: associative value to. the referent is greater, the

0

))7



Word.is likely to be,emitted; if the .value" is. smallet, the word IlkelY

Will berejected and another cytle of sampling,-comPfrison activity begun.
, .

One can,. of :courte -accept-the idea.Lhat Successful Awitunication
L -

on elk Word pair task requiqs:comparisn activity.'wiAoutassuming that
#

th.eCotapatleon:stage ineVitab1011OWSa sampling stages. Indeed, it is

Pc4sible that mature communicators first recognize the task 'demand fox

icomprison avtivity and then.sample,from,words which distinguish the

:refarent from the nonreferan

-
In. addition tothe,task deiand :;the-speaker engage compa

. .

activi67, the speaker must have access to an adequate repertoire oi word9,,

labels, and concepts. It does the speaker little good to appreciate that

the word-pair task reqUites coMparison activityif.the speaker cannot.

generate appropriate messages. As is evidentlrom Figure 2, many of

the Word pairs require considerable knowledgeAd the world. For exampla,

T fOr the word pair "ocean-river" the speaker should know that oceans are

bigger than rivers, that oceans 44ve waves or salt, or that oceans'.

are known by names such as "Atlantic," or "Pacific," etc. A speaker

who has comparison'skills but lacks the app0OrIate'background knowledge

..demanded by ,particulat,item likely will be groping for the right wdfd:.

Adult 'Performance
,

Research with adults provides data on:the operation of sampling.and

comparison processes in mature communicators. These processes can be

studied by systematically varying the demands of the communication task.

Where the spea'ker's-task is to discriminate a referent trom a 8iMildr,

nonreferent, comparison activity,,, s clearly required. Where the referent

4
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and .nonreferent are dissimilar (

J

24

.g. house-tomato) no comparison activity

is required. Here, the speaker can probably disregard. the nonrefereht
A

and simply produce a high-,frequency associate to the referent.,

A number of studies .With, adults have varied ."the degree of referent-

nonreferent similarity and examined the pontent of speakers' messages.

Rosenberg and Cohen (1966) had college students,produCe word associations

to single words: A second grou P of college students served as speakers

and,were given these words as referents in similar (e.g. ocean -river) or

dissimilar (e.g. ocean-dog) word pairs._ The Rosenberg and Cohen hypothe-

sis that sampling is based on the strength of'word asso,lations,to the

referent implies that a speaker's4 choice of- clues in the
c

dissimilar
e
word

- , -

7ir condition can be predicted from word association data. Results

showed good prediction of speakers' responp os from word association 0

data when the referent was dissimilar. The view that comparison. activity

leads to the.rejection of high, frequency associates suggests that word

association data cannot be used to predict speakers' ,xesponses when the

referent and nonreferent are similar. Results supported this prediction
1

as well.

Other studies with adults alsd provide evidence of the operation of

comparison activity among mature communicators. Smith (1970) varied

whether the referent appeared with a similar or dissimilar nonreferent.

He found that "normal" adults took longer to emit a clue"for similar than

dissimilar pairs; apparently sampling and comparison activities take

alone. Krauss and w-longer than sampling activity Weinheimer (1967) used

a task in which an adult speaker had to communicate one of four colors

to a listener. In one Viperimental condition, the referent color was

2
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similar to the other colors'. In the other condition the referent was

dissimilar from the other colors.' Krauss and Weiriheimer hypothesized

that adults would give longer messages in the similar than dissimilar

ref erent.conditions. This prediction was based onthe assumption th4,,_

when the referent and nonreferent are unrelated, the speaker can select

a popular single-word label (e.g. "red" or "green"). However, when the

referent and nonreferent share similar clues, more complex compound

phrase qualifiers and color combinations must be used. Data supported

their hypothesis.

Although adults do engage in coMParison activity they do not always

do so in the most efficient manner. Olson (1970) hypothesized that'"an

utterance does not exhaust the potential features" of a referent and that

instead-it specified "the object to the level'required by the listener

differentiate the.intended'referent from the alternatives" (Olson,

1970, 264265). ,Freedle "(1972) termed this the minimal redundancy

hypothesis and examined the conditions under which it held. He found,

that in certain cases adult speakers were redundant rather than maximally

efficient; that is, they described more features than were necessary for

diffetentiating referes from nonreferents. Freedle found, for example,.

that as the number of dimensions (e.g., height, width, darkness) used to

,construct an array increased, and the number of nonreferents increased,

adult communicators, were more likely to give redundant messages It

should be noted that this expetiment employed a written rathdr than oral'

-communication task. It seems likely, however, that similar results would

be obtained with an oral communitation task-since oral communication

typically provides even less opportunity to reflect on an array and

C') rl
4 u
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. -
identify the critical nonredundadt features of the referent. 'A reasonable

'conclusion from. Freedle's work is that adult, i.e. mature, communicators

do engage in comparison activity but that one should-not expect the pro-

aging of thiforination to be consistently performed in the most effi-

B. .Children's Performance

To what extent do children engage in comparison activity? A series of

- -

experiments.by Asher and Parke (1975) addressed this question by testing

N,
second-, foUrth-, and sixth-grade children on similar and dissimilar word

Children of all ages were found to be almopt perfect communicators

on the dissimilar pairs. However, on the similar pairs there was clear

improvement over. age. Younger, ,Children did little better than, chance

in this condition. 0-der Children. did much better but still were far

from perfect.

These data could be interpreted tp-,mean that younger children are

deficient in4comparison ability; childien cOmmunIcite effectively when

the task does not require comparison activity (i.e. dissiitIar pairs) but

do poorly when Comparison- activity is required (i.e. similar pairs).' An

alternative, and equally plausible explanation, is that the eimilar word

pair task makes greater demands on children's vocabulary and background

knowledge. Perhaps,yOunger children are familiar with the high-frequency

associates that will,'be effective on dissimilar pairs but lack the more

sophisticated terminology required to make the subtle distinctions required

by similar pairs..

It seems, then, that message production da.1.,alone cannot be used to

infer that younger children are deficient in comparison ability. Stronger

2



inferences can`be made by including.a recognition task in which children'

evaluate a series of messageS known to be effective or 'ineffective. If

children.engage in comparison activity then they ought to recognize,

for example, that the clue "food!' is a poor one for the item "bread-fruit."

Asher (1976) employed this recognition procedure and found that second-
'

grade children were poorer than sixth -grade children on this task as well.

as.on a communication production task.
j

The younger
0
children were con-

."

siStently misled by a clue which, although highly associated with the

referent* was also.highly associated to the nonreferent.

The studies .discussed thus far strongly implicate comparison pro-

ces,sing as an important component of chiyren's increasing skill'over age.

Are there specific task conditions under which children will engage in

comparison activity? Perhaps, for example, younger children can engage

in coMpariSon activity if, the features of comparison are quite obvious,

or if the same criterial attributes.are.employed from item to item.

Indeed it could be argued that the word pair task is a particularly

challenging referential task insofar as the ariterial attributes are

not always salient and the attributes shift from item to item.

A study by Ford and Olson (1975) suggests that,young children do

engage in compariso(n activity under 'simple task conditions. Ford and

01§on used a. task in which blocks varied on the dimensions of sha'pe

(circle or triangle), size (large and small), and brightness (white and

black).: Trials varied in terbs of whether one, twoor three features

were required to differentiate the referent from the alternatives. When

only one feature was required, five year olds-were found to vary their

description of the referent as a function of the nonreferent. However,

30



-77-tills,evidence o

trials.
..-.

'.

fied some of the conditions under which/children are likely to engage in
---5,; --.-

:comparison adtivity. Their triangle communication task is similar to

Ford and Olson's (1975) block task. By systeMatically varying the nature

28:

comParison processing did not appear on the more complex

.

A series of studies by Whitehurst and his colleagues also have speci-

of the triangles, the number of critical features that must be described

was controlled. Previous tasks sued as the novel forms task (Figure 1) or
/

the word pair task (Figure 2) do not lend themselves to this clear specifi-
,:.

1

cation of critical attributes. Precise specification of the attributes

that must be described on each item maked it possible to i4entify three

types of messages': a) those that ar incomplece because they fail to

mentipn the-critical attribute, b) those that,are redundant in the., sense

.
that they Mention the essential informati5n, but also give non-essential

information, and c) those that are truly contrastive in that only the

.critical-attributes are mentioned.

In an initial experiment with this task, Whiehurst (1976) gave

kindergarten, first-, second-, and fourth-grade children a series of

communication items. Some oft: -these items contained one referent and one

nonreferent while others contained one referent and two nonreferents.

The results indicated a decline over agevin incomplete responses and that

incomplete responses were more likely on the more challenging task

involving two nonreferents. Contrastive responding, interestingly,

showed no significant effect of age
4

but again there was a significant

effect,pf task difficulty. Redundant responding increased overage but

the effect was not significant due to considerable variability in per-

formance within each age group.

9ti



The results for task difficulty could easily be expe fdPkit the

developmental data are somewhat surprising, Why is there 1 .%,tftlOr

increaseover:*age in redundant than'contrastive -responding/ Oqtehuot
- 4,4

proposes- the 'least effort hypothesie_fo account for the '041d/NO As

the task becomes' more difficult it takes considerable effet t0 pfodOce

a contrastive response. It is much easier to simply desctrP-ti of

the referent's features than to.perform the more precise 8"109 Qrthe

stlimulus array and give just the critical attribute.

The least effort hypothesis gains support from a seco4 e:ftefiment

in the same report (Whitehurst, 1976). A third of the chil, er Were first

put in the listener role and exposeif to a speaker who prodtfid

responsesi. Another third of the children heard a STieaker Judad

in-complete messages, and another third were\in a control c"11.00-

Children then served in the speaker role. The results ar e
Al
No, ,t

Figure 4. Those why heard'a contrastive model showed a s ti°40 A tease

in redundant messages than in contrastive messages. The et bed uf 10-

complete messages dedlined considerably. Apparently childe'l katAed

from ekposure-to-a "contrastive" model that messages must-J1041g0Astl

the referent from the nonreferent. 'HoWever, unlike the mee,AeY

performed this task-by using longer, less difficult to collOCuk fiA

Insert,,Figure 4 about here

ri

Whitehurst (1976) concludes that children may be like A)de Writers

who use 500 words when r50 words will do. "To continue the A40-v, fe-

duhdant writers seldom become spontaneously .efficient; ased r must

intervene. If the parallel is apt, there is little reason
t e

k100Qt

(-)
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utinimalredundancy to be a routine Attribute of communication. at any level

OcrdevelopMent".. Unless there-are specific reasons to behave differently,

-,children.seem to OperayeOn.rhe:printiple that words,arectieap4. (p. 482).

The ,least -4ffort hypOthesis might be tested in future research by Con-
,.

..\0!
strainingchildren s performance byjimiting them to the message- length

associated with a contrastive reiponse Older children or Children exposed

to a contrastive model, should exhibit more contrastive responding under

constraint conditions.

Two recent experiments by Whitehurst and Sonnenschein (in press) examined

the degree to which children engage in .comparison activity when the dimen-
.

sions of.comparison are .varied versus held constant across.trials. In

Experiment 1, one group of children were showil items in which the same

dimension ( size or color) could be used from one trial-to the next.

Another'group received items in which the critical°. attribute varied frbm

one trial to the next. 'Kindergarten children prOduced informative messages

1in the "simple condition". with a fairly similar proportion of contrastive

versus redundant messages. However, in the "complex condition" children's

performance deteriorated; a much higher proportion of incomplete responses

was produced. Experiment 2 was conducted to learn whether it was varia-

tion in the dimensions of the referent or the nonreferent that.produced
4

the communication breakdcA in the complex cOndiiion. In this experiment,

Whitghurst and Sonnenschein manipulated independently whether the re-

ferent or the nonreferent varied across

were found to disrupt kindergarten children's performance within a few trials.

A st by80nnenschein, Whitehurst, and Marcantel (1978) suggests'

that kinderga en children's failure to engage in comparison activity

trials. Both types of variation

9



on the triangles task is not a function of limited vocabulary or in-

ability to identify criterial attributes. Children Jer e .tested in

31

regular communication .condition ("tell me about the one with the star

above it so that [the listener] can-pick it out "), and'ih-a condition in

,

which they were.directed to identify criterial attributes ("tell me how

the one with the stir above it is different from'the-other one"). In

the first condition children dim poorly but in the second condition they

produced good messages. Apparently on this task, children's communica-

tion prOblems lie in their failure to spontaneously appreciate -that the

-communication task requires comparison processing.

C./Training Studies.

It seems, then, that'children often haVe difficulty with one. of the

fundamental task demands of referential tasks, namely the need'to compare.

the relationship of potential messages to the referent and the nonreferent.

if children are, indeed,.deficient in comparison processing, then'it should

The pOssible to improve oommunication performance by.training children to °

engage in comparison activity. Recent research by Asher (1977) examined

this-issde. Children were taught to engage in comparison activity

being exposed to a model who talked out lOud while working on a-:tommunica-

'

tioh task. 'This "modeling plus self-guidance statement" procedure was

adapted from ,a similar procedure that was successful in teaching,impul-

sive children,to be more reflective on a scanning task (Meichenbaum-&

Goodman, 1971).

To -illustrate, the model's-script for the first word pair "child-

baby") was as follows:



"Let's see,.there's and 'baby' add."baby" has the

'line under it. Wow about play as aclue. A baby plays. No,

that's no good; because a child -prays.toe,'and the person won't

know which-word has the line under.it. How about-Mother, be-

cause a baby has a mother. No, a.`child has a mother, too.

Oh, I've got ape. Rattle. Because a baby playkwith a 'rattle'

and a phild doesn't. Rattle."

After-the model communicated, the child was asked to give

the first .Practice pair and the child Was instructed _to "think out loud

just like the !Arson on T.V." After the child gave a clue, the experi-
,

Tenter gave corrective feedback. This video modeling and practice con

a, similar fashion through seven word pairs for both the, model

a clue for

tinued

and the c On the eighth word pair, the model was seen thinkingto

himself/herself rather than 'out loud. The model said: "There's crayon

and Chalk and crayon has a line under it. A good clue is wax. Wax,"

Before the child gave a clue for the next practice pair, the experimenter

said, "Now do it like the person on T.V. Think to yourself and come up

:with .a good clue." After the child gave a clue;:the experimenter again

gave corrective feedback. This procedure continqeduntil the

child had each given clues for three more word pairs.

model and

Since.practice alone might facilitate performance, another group of

,children-participated_in a practiceorily,cOndition. These children

practiced on an equal number of word pairs but received'no instruction.
,:.

Retults indicated that children who received training did significantly

better on a completely new set of,items -than did children who received

practice only. Furthermore, these differences remained at one-month follow-

up.
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Although differences between conditions were significant, only about

40% of the clues of-the trained children were effective. Does this indi-
,. ,

4cate that children didn't fully learn the comparison concept or does it

suggest that #ocabulary and "knowledge of the world' factors were con-

Straining- their perforMance? To assess this, the training procedure was.

repeated in a second eXperiment. This time the good

club appraisal task (Asher, 1976) was employed as well as the message

Auction task. As discussed earlier, the appraisal task minimizes the

need.for a sophisticated production vocabulary. Results sowed that

comparison training produced Significant gainp in Message production, b t

the absolute level of performance was low once agatn. In contrast; when

the task required only recognition- of good and poor clues trained children

did quite'well in absolute terms as well.as relative to the practice-only

group.

It appears then, that younger children are deficient in comparison

ability and that training comparison skill leads to improved communication

performance. The fact, however,. that-performance on the production task

remains relatively low after training. suggests that the children are

failing to meet some of the basic vocabulary and/or knowledgedemands of

the task as well. Future training research might examine the effects of
, -

comparison training on other,less verbally demanding, production tasks.

IV. Message Analytic Skills

Along with the ability to analyze the listener's perspective and the

nature of communication task demands'comes an increasing ability to engage'

in the analysis of messages. This ability is reflected in developmental

al U



Changes in'chll ees accuracy in.the listener role, ln improvement i

the*accutacy with which children can directly evaluate or appraise

message 'qualit , and .in increased ability to give-feedback and4'to prfit

from feedback.

A. Listener Ability,

A ;lumber of studies haVe had children serve as.listeners and respond

to experimentally, controlled messages. Early studies using'this procedure

gave children mesSages which were known to be effective (e.g. Glucksberg

et al., 1966).:' Results indicated that :ever: young children were accurate

in identifying referents when given adequate messates. From these studies,

researchers generally concluded that the development of listener ability

precedes speaker ability and that children Can be competent listeners

even though they are relatively ineffective as speakers.

_ ,
Recent evidence indicates, however, the early studies created a

misleading picture by prOviding.listeners kohly with effectlye,messages

and that children are less adept whe the message is Unclear,or ambiguoUs

)

(B.earison & Level,_ 1977; IronSmith &
-.,

Miller, 1977).

itehurst, in press; Karabenick

For example, IronsMIth and Whitehurs,t (in press) had

second-, fourth-, and sixth-grade,thildren respond to either informati;ie

messages or ambiguous ones. Children could respond by making a choice:;,

or by asking a question if the message wasn't clear. Results showed

good perfOrmancat alages on the informative messagetrials but

significant age differences on the uninformative message trials. Younger

Children were much less likely to question an inadequate message and even

when they did question'the speake? they tended to give general feedback

rt



don't knOw which one

Itthebig,ppe?"),.

t is")rather than speciffc7Teedback

T[
-

`the results from these studies to be interpre ..The-fadt
,

that'listeners of- all. ages do relatively well when the Message is effective

suggests that some' form of cOmparison=activity is operating. Howeer, the
4 .

fact'that children do poorly'at detecting ambiguous messages suggests

thathe comparison process is incomplete. The listener's process of

searching the alternatives may work. as follows. Younger children may'

search throUgh the alternatives for the first object that 15.,highly.

. .
associated with the message. the case of a clearly informative

message ( ., "the biered triangle)phildren have a reasonable'chance

of making the correct referential choice pasticularly when the non-,

referer are not highly similar to the referent.

However,, when the message is ambiguous', i.e.;'highly associated to

more than one object (e.g., "the red triangle"), the young child is

likely to conduct an incomplete search that ends with the identification
poNt,

of the first appargn "match." In contrast, older-children are more

likely to-make a complete search that. results in correct identification

I`

1

.-

the
.

of the referent when the message is informative and in detection,of

ambiguity when the message is uninformative.

This description of the listener's behavior leatls.,-to, the prediction
'?

that younger children'spe-rformance will be affectaWthe position of

the referent in the stimulus array. A referent appeailng where the ohild

!.is,first,likely to look iS more likely-to be selected than a referent.

which appears later in an array of similar objecES. A study by Dickson

(1978.) supported7this prediction. Children ranging in agejrom:four to

7 n



seven.Were,giVen four objects that were often highly similar to one",another.

From left to right, the-referent appeared -in, the first, second,

. .

third, or fourth potsitions. Dickson fOund'thatOunger 'children's

formance was more affected 'than older children's performance by th
a.

position f, the referent.-

Appraisal Ability

Studies of children's listener performance suggeat that 'young children

',
are relatively poor at analyXing or appraising message quality. A direct

test of message appraiaal ability Was made by Aahet (106)., 'This study
Jer,

to
.examined children!b ability to evaluate either their own or another

persbn's communication performance. Second-, fourth-, and sixth-grade

children generated clues for a- series of "similar referent" word pairs.

After producing messages, half of the children were asked to indicate

whether each of their messages would be effective or not. The_other half

of the childrenfirst produced messages anol,then evaluated the clues that .

had been generated 'by an age-mate.. By "yokinezpairs of children tbgether

the .study ensured that children evaluating their own clues cself-appraisal)

and those evaluating another thtld'sVciuef(other-appraisal) would be

evaluating identicaA clues; i.e. clues of equalqUality. Result's ind.ica

ted significant age differences in childten's. apPtaisal acc acy.and no

differences at any gkade.level between children's aelf7appr al.and'

other - appraisal accuracy. 'the latter finding is interesting because it
a

suggeststhat children can be.just as "obiective" about their.own per-
t

7

formance as they are about atibther person'

The representation described earlier of the search processes of-young

listeners leads to the prediction that it is possible to "foot" younger

3J
°



Children-into. thinking that an informative'message i8 actually a i/ciorone.

If s_criterion for'aefining a message as an adequate message

is simply that the'mesSa6-be strongly associated to the-referent, then

children may fail to a pp reciate rbat eVdica moderate* asscitiateOlesSage

can be effective if itAs;complete* unrelated to the nonreferent. Asher,
e

(1976) asked children to evaluate a aertep of adequate and inadequate,

Good-"cues were oOly moderatky/assOciate0 to the referent but

completely nn'assoCi,ated.'wl..th':rbe'nonreferent (e.g., "think" for !.1.1fgi7

stomach "). -ipor-,clues Were highly associated with the referent and the

nonreferent (e.g..,..14Ood," for "bread-fruit") The results were' that.

second -grade children were poorer tan fourth- and sixth-grade children'

arid'Poor clue appraisal tasks." Thus, it is possible
-

such tat young ''child'ren'-,will do poorly. even in

on both the good clue

to arrange conditions

eValua.6ing adequate Clues,.

,

C. Feedback Utilization

exchange

-; ;,' -

t'6°analyze messages.i4Celrately is undoubtedly related to

of feedback between a apeaker and a listener.

likely as listeners to give feedback to the speaker when-the message is

Adults are

'ambiguous and ale likely as speakers to make use'df feedback from a-

listener Fot example, Krauss:,and:Weinheimer ,(1966Y,found,that adults

modified their messages over #4,als when allowed to see the' listener's

referent choices.

In contrast, studies with childr6nindicate that they are less likely'

as listeners to give feedbaCk Co the speakereissner-(1975) found that

:kindeTgarten children questioned only 257. of the ambiguous messages. they_

4 0



received. Furthermore, when in the speaker role,

less responsive to the feedbaCk they do receive.

children tend to be

In-an early study of

38

. this phenomenon, Krauss and Glucksberg (1969) had kindergarten, first-,

third-, communicate about a-series of novel form&and fifth-grade children mm

for eight Following each trial, children ire shown the listener's

arrangement of the forms. Results indicated that older children's per-

formance improved over trials while youngerpro o

Another study by Glucksberg and Krauss

children's did not.

(1967)

children's communications in response to feedback.

examined the content of

Kindergarten, fiXst-,

third -, and fifth-grade children communicated messages for novel forms

to the experimenter who played ttie listener role. Following the speaker's

communication of the first,' third, and sixth forms ,.the experimenter

said "OK" to indicate understanding. Following, communication of the,other'

three forms, the experimenter indicated lack of understanding. Children's

responses to feedback were categorized; older children gave more modified

descriptions or new descriptions, whereas younger

to repeat the same descriptions or remain silent.

have been reported in a ,study by Meissner (1975).

children were more likely

Rather similar findings

She found that on those

relatively infrequent occasions when listeners questioned the spe aker's

messages, only 20% of second-grade children and 40% of fourth-grade children

improved their messages.

that theIt is to give and utilize feedback,clear, then, ability

like other measures, of communication performance, increases over age.

It is less clear, however, what skills underly changes over age.

of the research here has been purely descriptive rather than aimed at

understanding the particular skills that contribute to feedback

41
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utilization" under different conditions. One plausible interpretation is

that children fail to utilize feedback for the same reasons that they

communicate inaccurately in the first, place, namely failure to cope with

the basic demands of the particular communication tasks-the' are given.

The demand for an adequate vocabulary is clearly relevant-. Might

it not be that young children remain silent, or repeat their initial

message, 'in part because they cannot think of a better way to describe

their intended referent? A study by Peterson, Danner, and Flavell (1972)

addressed the issue of-vocabulary and feedback utilization. Four- and

_kseven7year-old children were given feedback by an adult'listener after

they described a novel form referent. One type of feedback involved

directly asking the child: "Can'you tell me anything else about it?"

Both age groups were able to supply more information when it was directly

requested. This suggests that the younger children were not at "a loss

for words." However, no measure of listener accuracy was employed.

It is thus possible that children's post-feedback messages were no more

effective than their prior messages.
. .

The demand to engage in comparison activity that characterizes many

referential communication tasks probably is a factor in a child's utili-

zation of feedback. A child who fails to'test potential messages.against

nonreferents as well as referents is not likely to engage in appropriate

"remedial" activity following communication failure. One way to,test

the contribution of comparison activity to children's utilization of

feedback would be, to study the effects of teaching children to eiage

in comparison activity. As noted earlier, Asher (1977) found that

training children to compare their messages to the nonreferent and

4 '4
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referent led to improvement not only in message production (i.e. communica-

tion accuracy) but in message appraisal as well. No test of children's

ability to use feedback was made in this study. Such a test could

shed light' on the extent to which the processes that account for initial

communication failure also account for failure to adequately utilize

listener feedback. .

It is also possible that an account of children's response to feed-

,
back may need to include "metacommunicative" skills. .Flavell (1977) has

recently suggested that as children grow older they become increasingly

able to view messages as objects of analysis and to reflect upon both

their own and other people's me sages. Flavell develops the idea, that
§1

the doncept of "audience" has re%vance across diverse cognitive activi-

ties. Even as speakers, we are our own audience. When we generate ideas

we think about these ideas as though we were an external listener or
I

audience. When we communicate messages we "listen" to them as though

we were the audience. This ability to reflect upon messages'and to

analyze them could underly a child's ability to use feedback. Receiving

information that one has been misunderstood will have impact to the

extent that it leads to an evaluation of the message in light of the

message's goal.

A question that can be usefully asked is whether the metacommunica-

tion concept has utility independent of the more basic listener analytic

and task analytic skills that underlie successful communication performance.

When' children think about a message they need conceptual tools. Children

need to know that different listeners have different informational needs

and thy need to know the nature of particular listeners' perspectives.

4J



Children also need to know that particular tasks make particular task

41

demands, such as the demand to contrast referents from similar nonreferents.

To think about messages, to view them as objects of analysis, requires

that the child analyze messages along certain basic dimensions: One

dimension is whether the message is adapted to the needs of the particular

'listener. Another dimensiont is whether the messag6 is, adapted to the

equirements of the particular task. Are there children who understand

and can employ these, dimensions yet cannot think about messages or view

them as objects of analysis? To make this operational,. are there children

'who have listener analytic and ,task analytic skills yet do not respond
1

Appropriately when given feedback that they have been misunderstood?

The concept of metacommunication ability'would seem to imply the existence

of such children. The existence of such children should be demonstrated

if the concept is to be more than a shorthand way of saying that a person

has good listener analytic and task analytic skills.

Finally, it should be noted that limited performance in evaluating

messages and giving feedback can be due to the operation of certain

social norms as well as to communication skill deficits. Children might

hesitate to give feedback to a speaker because it violates a "politeness

norm." If the speaker is an adult, giving feedback may be viewed as

being disrespectful or challenging of authority. Cosgrove and Patterson

(1977) present data relevant to this issqe. They had preschool, kinder-

garten, second-grade and fourth-grade children serve in the listener

role. and had an experimenter give them either fully informative, partially

informative, or uninformative messages. All children were told that

they could talk to the experimenter,as much as possible but half were



also told _that if they, weren't sure which response to make they could

'ask questions to help figure it out This simple instruction, at all

ages except preschool, dramatically increased

42

the level of question asking

and the number of correct referential choices children made. The fact

that preschool children's performance did not improve suggests that

their performance was limited by skill deficits. The,improv4Ment of the

older children indicates the effectiveness of a simple normative inter-

vention.

'^

V. Referential Communication and Ecological Validity

The literature on referential communication performance is largely

based on laboratory tasks, often of a highly artificial nature. A ques-
.

tion might be raised about the relevance of a novel form task, word pair

task, or geometric torlks task to the referential communication lives of

children. These structured tasks.allow for more detailed inspection of

specific skills than might be made were more naturalistic tasks to be

used. Still, it mould be that highly unfamiliar laboratory tasks are

creating an exaggerated picture of childhood incompetence.

The role of the communication situation has been given insufficient

attention in communication research with children (Cazden, 1970).

Children might well exhibit competence in one situation and not in an-

other.' This variable may be particularly important for children who

typically perform pooily in academic situations. It. is possible, for

example, that the social class differences commonly obtained in referen-

tialtial communication studies (Higgins, 1976) are at least partly attribu-

table.to issues of task relevance.

4
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A. recent study by Hall, Cole, Reder, and'Dowley (1971) JAlus-

A trates the potential contribution of situational variable07 income,

black preschool children, swere brought two at a time to klp
A
knAtkat.

The experimenter .put .the children in the shopping cart ad t(7:tMr the

experimenter and Children went up and down the aisles colId s'110,_ About

what they saw. A tape recorder in the. cart recorded all "V%Atian

between the experimenter and the children. COntent measni Ghi/dreo's

speech (e---:(g._ number of utterances, utterance length) ind"4 c011sOerably

more language output than observed in a more formalgachoo* q'ttia.f.1.90.

"Although this study employed no measures of communication ti%1-7vai1ess

(e.g..; referential accuracy), the results are certainly stiNskv4.7A of

the i act-of.situational variables.

Wigfield and Asher...(1978) recently assessed the exte0'
t

C
a
Oqc11 age

differences would be found in children's communication qn"s,Y Oil

more ecologically ` representative task than typically empiPW Thifd-
P

and fifth-grade childfen from a middle-class school were "e4 v0 give a

"newcomer" directions, to five Iodations in the school. Itekat 5-110-cated

that age differences were st,p)Onger on this task than on

"traditional" laboratory measures (a word pair task and l''Ictlife des-

cription task). These data suggest that at least for rqd(Pe.A4s

children the more "artificial" communication tasks are 1100 vNgetating

age differences in children's communication performance,

Still, concerns about ecological validity remain. el fOf AxamPle,

do children do rather poorly in experimental studies yetvOlIcto0 rather

well in theirs everyday transactions? One reason is that G111.001 spend

tmuch of their time talking to adults who, as relatively eiitec tre
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communicators, compensate for sote,of thedeficiescies of children as

speakers and listeners. For example, adults are likely to modify their

Messages when talking to a ydunger versus older child (e.g., Snow, 1972):

Another possibility is that many of the communication tasks of everyday

life make fewer demands for Comparison activity and world knowledge or

vocabulary., As we have seen, children do rather well when the referent to

be descrkbd is in the context of dissimilar nonreferents. Studies might

jnyest igat the degree to Mhich children confront "similar referent".

situations in their everyday social interactions. Such studies might

also investigate the role of non-verbal gestures in children's referen-

tial communication. It is likely that children use pointing as an aide

to verbal messages (e.g. "Hand me that book") and thereby compensate Tor;

verbal deficits. Wellman and Lempers (1977) recently observed two-year-

old chjildren's social intdraction. In ten hours of "focal child" observe-

tions, 30() instances of referential communication occurred, and of these

about half included pointing.

Finally, children live in a world of action that provides them with

behavioral feedback that they have not understood others or have not been

understood by others. For example, a common referential communication

situation is one in which one child teaches another child the rules of

a game. Children are generally successful at transmitting this type of

information to one another even though the task is fairly challenging in

the sense that subtle distinctions often must be made. The reason for

children's success here may be that the game provides an action frame-

work in which childrefi can test out whether they understand t4,. instruc-

'dons.



A recent study by Markman (1977) suggests how thi/s process might
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operate. First-, second-, and third-grade children were taught how to

play 'an alphabet card game and a magic trick. In each Case, the speaker

left out critical information. For example, in the card game instructions

the speaker referred to a "spe.cial card" but never said what this was.:

After giving the instructions the, experimenter gave the following set of

probes:

7

"That's it. Those are my instructions."

2. "What do you think?"

3. "Do you have any questions?"

4.- "Did I tell you everything you need to know to play the game?"

5. "Did I forget to tell you anything?"

6. "Can you tell me how to play?" (The Experimenter prompts if necessary.;

7. "Did I tell you everything you need, to know to play the game?"

8. "Do you think you can play? Let's play; you go first."

9. "Did I forget to tell you anything?"

10. "Are,you sure? Did I tell you everything you need to know?"

Children received scores based on how many probes it took before

they indicated that the instructions given werkincomplete. The youngest

age group had to actually try to play the game before they realized that

the referefit "special card" had 1-Iver been defined. .Even the older children

required a'number of probes before recognizing the inadequacy of the

instructions.

It is unlikely that theSe results were due to-children's reluctance

to criticize the experimenter sing children were told that the experimenter



was interested'i
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their feedback and in making sure that the game ingtruc

tions were clear.- The Markman study is important not onLy.because it

replicates earlier findings that children often fail to recognize when

they are not understanding, but because it suggeSts a mechanism by which

children can "get along" despite their communication skill deficits. The

'act of implementing instructions leads to recognition that the message has

not been understood or was not clear.

VI. 'Conclusion

Literature on referential communication has grown considerably durini.

the past decade. In addition, a shift has taken place-in the type of

research being pursued. Early studies were what Flavell et al. (1968)

termed "developmental-descriptive" in character. That is.,there was more

interest in describing changes over age than in accounting for the specific

skills that underlie-developmental changes 'in communication performance.

When explanations of change were offered they were based heavily on the

Tiagetian. view that a.single all-enCompassing cognitiVe structure, ego-

centrism, could account for the diversity of experimental findings.

Recent research has tended to be more analytic; that is, the major

'goal is the analysis of specific skills that underlie developmental

changes in communication performance. Findings from this type,of inquiry

make it clear that no si gle ability is all-determinate and that, instead,

communication effectiveness inVolves a number of separate skills whose

relevance to performance vari as a functiOn of the nature of the

,i.istener and the nature of the t sk.

Increased atIention specifi underlyingprocesses will have a

number of salutary effects. First, it will advance ouunderstanding of

4



a variety of individual difference variables in addition to chronological

age. For example, despite considerable research on social class differences

much remains; to be learned about the specific skill-Shat contribute to

thei (Higgins, 1970, Here, as in research on age differences, it is

clear that explanations based on the construct of "egocentrism" will not

suffice. Rather, explanations must algo take account of children's ability

to fulfill the bdsic cognitive requirements of particular communication

tasks.

Second, attention to underlying processes,may lead, to the discovery of

relationships'between referential communication performance and, other /

seemingly different tasks which actually involve6similarprocesses. For

example, for children to do well on reading achievement tests they need

an adequate vocabulary and knowledge about the world, and they need to

engage in a certain type of comparison processing. The multiple-choice

format commonly employed on achievement tests requires the reader to

select the correct answer from among at least one or two similar "dis-
,

tractors."

Given these task demands, reading achievement test performance anA

referential communication accuracy should be.related. Indeed it appears

that-referential communication performance on "similar referent" tasks

is correlated with sfandardized reading achievement test scores. This

is an intriguing finding in.light of the lack of relationship in most

studies between verbal IQ scores and referential communication accuracy

(Glucksberg et al., 1975) and in light of thelligh.correlation between

IQ and achievement. A task analytic research perspective which focuses

on specific-processes might solve this' puzzle.

50



Finally, attention to specific underlying proceSses will make possible

the development of more effective procedures for teaching communication

skills. As we have seen, the training Studies with more specific objec-

tives.and controlled "curricula" have_been most successful. The develop-

ment of effective training pros$dures will have, theoretical as wgll as

RraCtical import. For example, it will be po'ssible to study experimenialiy

artAssue. that has received. little research attention thus far, namely

the functions of referential communication. To what extent would training

children to be more effective coMMUnicators,on.a variety,of referential

tasks'affect other aspects of their fUnctioning?
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Six novel form referents and the dxperimental arrangement.

(Adapted from Glucksberg, Krauss;and Weisberg, 1966, with permission of the

authors and Academic press, Inc.)

Figure 2. WOrd pairs with the referent in each pair underlined.

(Adapted from Asher and Parke, 1975. Copyright by the American Psycho-

logical Asaociation. Reprinted by permission.).

Figure 3. Representation, of egocentric ailtnonegocentric communication.

(Adapte*dfrom.Flavell, Botkin, Fry; Wright and Jarvis, 1978, with permission
, .

of the authors and John, Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

Figuke 4. Mean obtained probability of .three types of communicative

responses in the control and_mOdelingconditions. (Adap;ed from Whitehurst,

1976. .Copyright, by the SoCiety for Research in Child Development. Reprinted

by permission.)
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